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Master thesis subject 

 

Spa�otemporal Fusion of Land Surface Temperature (LST) in the Pan-Arc�c Region 

Context 

Due to Arc�c Amplifica�on, the Arc�c region is warming four �mes faster than anywhere else. The 
warming affects the sensible ecosystem, vegeta�on dynamics and the cryosphere (sea ice, snow and 
permafrost). Permafrost, a crucial component of arc�c ecosystems, is par�cularly sensi�ve to 
increasing air temperatures and changes in the snow regime. Thawing permafrost affects the stability 
of the bedrock, damages infrastructures, and releases massive quan��es of methane and organic 
carbon. Permafrost cannot directly be observed from space, but permafrost models can link physical 
surface variables such as land surface temperature (LST) to the thermal ground regime. On a global 
scale, observa�on of LST can be obtained from thermal satellite missions. However, a fine 
spa�otemporal resolu�on is desired for permafrost monitoring over �me. Un�l today no single satellite 
sensor can provide fine spa�al resolu�on land surface temperature (LST) products with frequent 
coverage for a sufficiently long period. 

Project 

To compute LST on a hemispheric scale, we use the Advanced Very High Resolu�on Radiometer 
(AVHRR) Global Area Coverage (GAC) data set star�ng in 1981. The AVHRR on board the NOAA and 
MetOp satellite series now covers over four decades. The resolu�on of the AVHRR GAC dataset is 4km, 
which is insufficient to represent fine-grained landscape paterns. Spa�al downscaling of remote 
sensing imagery can be tackled by different methods such as spa�otemporal fusion of different sensors, 
e.g. MODIS and Landsat [1,2], spa�ospectral fusion (pan-sharpening) or super-resolu�on frameworks. 
In recent literature, different algorithms for spa�otemporal algorithms are presented. Below are some 
examples: 

- ESATRFM (Fusion based on regression) [3] 
- GAN-STFM (condi�onal GAN) [4] 
- STTFN (convolu�onal neuronal network) [5] 
- DCSTFN/EDSTFN (convolu�onal neuronal network) [6] 

The goals of the project are 1) selec�on of suitable algorithms, 2) adapta�on of the algorithms to the 
AVHRR use case (or crea�on of a custom algorithm), 3) comparison of the performance of different 
algorithms for downscaling AVHRR data from 4km to 1km (target) over typical permafrost landscape 
4) LST �me series analysis over an area of interest. 
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Requirements 

- Interest in computer vision and satellite imagery 
- Python programming or willingness to learn 
- Knowledge of machine learning and libraries such as PyTorch or TensorFlow is a plus 
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Master/Bachelor thesis subject  

 

Analysis of weather sta�on data in Greenland / Snow surface temperature �me series / Emissivity 
of Snow 

 

Context 

Land surface temperature (LST) observa�on retrieved from AVHHR data must be validated. The 
satellite-derived LST can be validated with other satellite imagery or using in-situ data. LST can be 
recorded directly by dedicated radiometers mounted on a mast or by compu�ng LST from radia�on 
data recorded at automa�c weather sta�ons (AWS). Most of the LST valida�on sta�ons are located in 
the mid-la�tudes. Therefore, the PROMICE network (htps://promice.org/weather-sta�ons/ [1]) 
located in Greenland is par�cularly interes�ng. 
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Project 

The data from the PROMICE network can be directly accessed from the online web portal. The goals 
of the project are 1) perform exploratory data analysis on the data from the AWS, 2) Derive LST from 
radia�on components [2], 3) Comparison with LST from AVHRR data. 

Upon interest: 4) Time series analysis and analysis of thermal proper�es of snow. 

Requirements 

- GIS so�ware 
- Python programming or willingness to learn 
-  
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